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Pot Luck – Best Practices for NY & NJ Employers Addressing Medical
Marijuana Use in the Workplace
Approximately 18 years after California passed the first state medical marijuana law in
1996, 23 states and Washington D.C. now have enacted medical marijuana statutes.
After years of failed attempts, on July 7, 2014 Governor Andrew Cuomo signed into

law the Compassionate Care Act (“NY Act”), making New York the most recent state to
enact a medical marijuana statute.

Despite the fact that nearly half of the states in the nation have passed such statutes,

employers are still learning to navigate this new dynamic in the workplace. Most states
that have passed medical marijuana statutes have done so within the past five years.

Also, many state medical marijuana laws, including New Jersey’s Compassionate Use
Medical Marijuana Act (the “NJ Act”), do not address workplace issues. Therefore,
employers in states that have passed medical marijuana laws are often left without
guidance regarding how to address an employee’s medical marijuana use.

A review of developing case law, as well as some significant aspects of the pending NY
Act and the NJ Act, will assist employers who are, or soon will be, addressing this new
dynamic in the work environment.

Comparison of State Statutes

State medical marijuana statutes provide considerable ranges regarding the
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protections provided to employees, if any. Only seven states, Arizona, Connecticut,
Delaware, Illinois, Maine, New York and Rhode Island, have medical marijuana laws
that expressly assert that employers may not make certain employment decisions

based on an employee’s (or applicant’s) use of medical marijuana. Even in those seven
state statutes, the statutory language varies significantly.

The recently passed NY Act seems to require employers to accommodate employees
who use medical marijuana, because the legislation expressly states that medical

marijuana use will be considered a disability under the New York State Human Rights
Law. However, the NY Act also provides employers with the ability to discipline
employees who perform work while “impaired by a controlled substance.” This

provision is fraught with ambiguities because the term “impaired” is not defined and

the Controlled Substances Act (“CSA”) continues to classify marijuana as a Schedule

I substance. Further, because the NY Act also provides protections to employers who

wish to avoid violation of federal law or loss of a federal contract or funding, it appears
to provide employers with a justification for disciplining medical marijuana users who
are violating federal law. These ambiguities in the NY Act will surely be a hot bed for
litigation.

Employers in most other states with medical marijuana laws do not have statutory
guidance regarding how to handle employees who use medical marijuana. For

instance, the NJ Act does not expressly require employers to accommodate medical
marijuana users and does not include an employee anti-discrimination provision.

Developing Case Law

Recently, an employee in New Jersey has challenged his employer’s treatment of him

after finding out that he is a medical marijuana user. Davis v. New Jersey Transit, filed

on March 14, 2014, has been reported to be the first employment related claim testing
an employee’s use of medical marijuana pursuant to the NJ Act. Davis alleges that

he uses medical marijuana to treat a neuropathy of his lower extremities and that he

voluntarily disclosed his use of medical marijuana to his employer. Subsequently, he

was forced to take a drug test and tested positive for marijuana. He was then informed
that he could not hold any position at New Jersey Transit. Davis asserted claims
for disability discrimination, perceived disability discrimination and discriminatory
termination/failure to accommodate pursuant to the New Jersey Law Against

Discrimination (“LAD”). A decision in Davis may provide guidance to New Jersey
employers regarding how employers may treat medical marijuana users.
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Employee litigation has been prevalent in those states that have medical marijuana

statutes that are silent regarding workplace issues. Plaintiffs have challenged employer
decisions on various grounds, including that the employer violated public policy,

violated state medical marijuana law, or that the employer did not accommodate
an employee who has a disability pursuant to federal or state anti-discrimination

law. Significantly, courts interpreting statutes that fail to incorporate any guidance to

employers have consistently upheld workplace rules and employer decisions regarding
medical marijuana use in the workplace.

Guidance for Employers

State medical marijuana laws have obscured the already sensitive area of employee
drug testing and related employer policies and actions. Particularly in states

with medical marijuana statutes that do not address workplace issues, like New

Jersey, employers do not have specific guidance regarding whether there is a duty
to accommodate medical marijuana users or whether employers may discipline

employees for using marijuana. Because the NJ Act does not expressly provide

employee protections, New Jersey employers have a stronger position for enforcing

workplace drug policies and disciplining employees who violate those policies based
on that statute.

For employers in states that have statutes incorporating workplace guidance,

such New York, it is important make sure that employee policies and practices are
consistent with applicable state law.

Because of the rapid developments in this area of law, employers in New York and New
Jersey, as well as other jurisdictions that have adopted medical marijuana laws, should
educate managers regarding the requirements of such laws and update their policies,
as needed, to reflect new legal requirements.

If you have questions regarding revising your handbook or policies based on
the information in this alert, or if you need more information, please contact
one of the following Sills Cummis & Gross attorneys:

David I. Rosen, Esq.

Chair, Employment and Labor Practice Group
drosen@sillscummis.com | (973) 643-5558
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Galit Kierkut, Esq.
Client Alert Editor

Member, Employment and Labor Practice Group
gkierkut@sillscummis.com | (973) 643-5896
Charles H. Kaplan, Esq.

Member, Employment and Labor Practice Group
ckaplan@sillscummis.com | (212) 500-1563
Grace A. Byrd, Esq.
Client Alert Author

Associate, Employment and Labor Practice Group
gbyrd@sillscummis.com | (973) 643-6792
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